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From DFrom D--branesbranes to to AdSAdS/CFT/CFT
•• A stack of N A stack of N DirichletDirichlet 33--branes realizes branes realizes 
NN=4 =4 supersymmetricsupersymmetric SU(N) gauge SU(N) gauge 
theory in 4 dimensions. It also creates a  theory in 4 dimensions. It also creates a  
curved background of 10curved background of 10--d theory of d theory of 
closed superstringsclosed superstrings (artwork by (artwork by E.ImeroniE.Imeroni))

which for small r approaches which for small r approaches 
•• For an introduction, see the Physics For an introduction, see the Physics 

Today January 2009 article `Solving Today January 2009 article `Solving 
Strongly Coupled Field theories via Strongly Coupled Field theories via 
Curved Curved SpacetimesSpacetimes’’ I.K., J. I.K., J. MaldacenaMaldacena..



The The AdSAdS/CFT Duality/CFT Duality
MaldacenaMaldacena; ; GubserGubser, IK, , IK, PolyakovPolyakov; ; WittenWitten

•• Relates conformal gauge theory in 4 dimensions Relates conformal gauge theory in 4 dimensions 
to string theory on 5to string theory on 5--d Antid Anti--de Sitter space times de Sitter space times 
a 5a 5--d compact space. For the d compact space. For the NN=4 SYM theory =4 SYM theory 
this compact space is a 5this compact space is a 5--d sphere.d sphere.

•• The geometrical symmetry of the AdSThe geometrical symmetry of the AdS55 space space 
realizes the conformal symmetry of the gauge realizes the conformal symmetry of the gauge 
theory.theory.

•• The The AdSAdSdd space is space is 

with metricwith metric



ConebraneConebrane DualitiesDualities
•• To reduce the number of To reduce the number of supersymmetriessupersymmetries

in in AdSAdS/CFT, we may place the stack of N /CFT, we may place the stack of N 
D3D3--branes at the tip of a 6branes at the tip of a 6--d Riccid Ricci--flat flat 
cone X whose base is a 5cone X whose base is a 5--d Einstein space d Einstein space 
Y: Y: 

•• Taking the nearTaking the near--horizon limit of the horizon limit of the 
background created by the N D3background created by the N D3--branes, branes, 
we find the space  AdSwe find the space  AdS55 x Y, with N units x Y, with N units 
of RR 5of RR 5--form flux, whose radius is given form flux, whose radius is given 
byby

•• This type IIB background is conjectured to This type IIB background is conjectured to 
be dual to the IR limit of the gauge theory be dual to the IR limit of the gauge theory 
on N D3on N D3--branes at the tip of the cone X. branes at the tip of the cone X. 
KachruKachru, Silverstein; Lawrence, , Silverstein; Lawrence, NekrasovNekrasov, , VafaVafa; ; ……



D3D3--branes on the branes on the ConifoldConifold
•• The The conifoldconifold is a is a CalabiCalabi--YauYau 33--fold cone X fold cone X 

described by the constraint           on 4 described by the constraint           on 4 
complex variables. complex variables. Candelas, de la Candelas, de la OssaOssa

•• Its base Y is a Its base Y is a cosetcoset TT1,11,1 which has which has 
symmetry SU(2)symmetry SU(2)AAxSU(2)xSU(2)BB that rotates the that rotates the 
zz’’ss, and also U(1), and also U(1)RR ::

•• The SasakiThe Sasaki--Einstein metric on TEinstein metric on T1,1  1,1  isis

wherewhere
•• The topology of TThe topology of T1,1 1,1 is Sis S22 x Sx S33..



•• The The NN=1 SCFT on N D3=1 SCFT on N D3--branes at the apex of branes at the apex of 
the the conifoldconifold has gauge group has gauge group SU(N)xSU(NSU(N)xSU(N) ) 
coupled to coupled to bifundamentalbifundamental chiralchiral superfieldssuperfields AA11, , 
AA22, in            ,  and B, in            ,  and B11, B, B22 in           . in           . IK, IK, WittenWitten

•• The RThe R--charge of each field is charge of each field is ½½. This insures . This insures 
U(1)U(1)RR anomaly cancellation. anomaly cancellation. 

•• The unique SU(2)The unique SU(2)AAxSU(2)xSU(2)BB invariant, exactly invariant, exactly 
marginal marginal quarticquartic superpotentialsuperpotential is added:is added:

•• This theory also has a baryonic This theory also has a baryonic U(1) U(1) 
symmetry under which symmetry under which AAkk --> > eeiaia AAkk; ; BBll --> > ee--iaia BBll ,,
and a Zand a Z22 symmetry which interchanges the Asymmetry which interchanges the A’’s s 
with the Bwith the B’’s and implements charge conjugation.s and implements charge conjugation.



Anatomy of a Warped ThroatAnatomy of a Warped Throat
•• To break conformal invariance, To break conformal invariance, 

change the gauge theory: add to change the gauge theory: add to 
the N D3the N D3--branes M D5branes M D5--branes branes 
wrapped over the Swrapped over the S22 at the tip of at the tip of 
the the conifoldconifold..

•• The 10The 10--d geometry dual to the d geometry dual to the 
gauge theory on these gauge theory on these branesbranes is is 
the the warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold (IK, (IK, 
StrasslerStrassler))

•• is the metric of the deformed is the metric of the deformed 
conifoldconifold, a simple , a simple CalabiCalabi--YauYau
space defined by the following space defined by the following 
constraint on 4 complex variables: constraint on 4 complex variables: 



•• The warp factor is finite at the `tip of the cigarThe warp factor is finite at the `tip of the cigar’’
t=0, as required for the confinement: t=0, as required for the confinement: h(th(t)= 2)= 2--8/38/3

γγ I(tI(t))

•• The string tension, is proportional to The string tension, is proportional to h(th(t) ) --1/2 1/2 

and is minimized at t=0. It blows up at large t and is minimized at t=0. It blows up at large t 
(near the boundary) where space is `near(near the boundary) where space is `near--AdSAdS..’’

•• Dimensional transmutationDimensional transmutation in the IR. The in the IR. The 
dynamically generated confinement scale isdynamically generated confinement scale is

•• The pattern of The pattern of RR--symmetry breakingsymmetry breaking is the same is the same 
as in the SU(M) SYM theory: Zas in the SU(M) SYM theory: Z2M2M --> Z> Z22



•• Comparison of warp factors in the Comparison of warp factors in the AdSAdS, warped , warped 
conifoldconifold, and warped deformed , and warped deformed conifoldconifold cases. cases. 
The warped The warped conifoldconifold solution with solution with =0 has an =0 has an 
unacceptable naked singularity where h=0. unacceptable naked singularity where h=0. 

•• This is how string theory tells us that the This is how string theory tells us that the chiralchiral
symmetry breaking and dynamical scale symmetry breaking and dynamical scale 
generation must take place through turning on generation must take place through turning on 
the deformation the deformation . The finiteness of the warp . The finiteness of the warp 
factor at r=0 translates into confinement.factor at r=0 translates into confinement.



•• The radiusThe radius--squared of the Ssquared of the S33 at t=0 is at t=0 is ggssMM
in string units.in string units.

•• When When ggssMM is large, the curvatures are is large, the curvatures are 
small everywhere, and the SUGRA solution small everywhere, and the SUGRA solution 
is reliable in `solvingis reliable in `solving’’ this confining gauge this confining gauge 
theory.theory.

•• Even when Even when ggssMM is small, the curvature is small, the curvature 
gets small at large t (in the UV).gets small at large t (in the UV).

•• In the dual gauge theory the coupling In the dual gauge theory the coupling 
stays strong in the UV. It is not stays strong in the UV. It is not 
asymptotically free, but rather undergoes asymptotically free, but rather undergoes 
a `cascadinga `cascading’’ logarithmic RG flow.logarithmic RG flow.



•• The graph of quark antiThe graph of quark anti--
quark potential is quark potential is 
qualitatively similar to that qualitatively similar to that 
found in numerical found in numerical 
simulations of QCD. The simulations of QCD. The 
upper graph, from the upper graph, from the 
recent Senior Thesis of V. recent Senior Thesis of V. 
CvicekCvicek shows the string shows the string 
theory result for the theory result for the 
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold..

•• The lower graph shows The lower graph shows 
lattice QCD results by G. lattice QCD results by G. 
Bali et al with rBali et al with r00 ~ 0.5 fm. ~ 0.5 fm. 



Spectrum of Spectrum of GlueballsGlueballs
•• The confining string tension isThe confining string tension is

•• The The glueballsglueballs are the are the normalizablenormalizable modes localized modes localized 
near small t. In the near small t. In the supergravitysupergravity limit (at large limit (at large ggss M) M) 
their mass scale istheir mass scale is

•• The mThe m22 of the of the nn--thth radial excitation scales as            radial excitation scales as            
nn22 TTss/(/(ggss M) (see, for example the recent plots from M) (see, for example the recent plots from 
BennaBenna, , DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SolovyovSolovyov). This is the behavior ). This is the behavior 
found in found in KaluzaKaluza--Klein theory, but not in QCD. Klein theory, but not in QCD. 

•• GlueballsGlueballs with spin > 2 have much higher masses:   with spin > 2 have much higher masses:   
mm22 ~ T~ Ts s 

•• This separation of scales is a new phenomenon found This separation of scales is a new phenomenon found 
for theories with reliable gravity duals.for theories with reliable gravity duals.



Baryonic BranchBaryonic Branch
•• In the IR the gauge theory cascades down to In the IR the gauge theory cascades down to 

SU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge group SU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge group 
effectively has effectively has NNff==NNcc. . 

•• The baryon and antiThe baryon and anti--baryon operators     baryon operators     SeibergSeiberg

get get VEVsVEVs and break the U(1) symmetry under and break the U(1) symmetry under 
which which AAkk --> > eeiaia AAkk; ; BBll --> > ee--iaia BBll.  Confinement .  Confinement 
without a mass gap: without a mass gap: U(1)U(1)baryonbaryon chiralchiral symmetry symmetry 
breakingbreaking creates a Goldstone boson and its creates a Goldstone boson and its 
masslessmassless scalar scalar superpartnersuperpartner. Baryonic branch of . Baryonic branch of 
the the modulimoduli spacespace



•• The corresponding backgrounds are The corresponding backgrounds are 
resolved warped deformed resolved warped deformed conifoldsconifolds
GubserGubser, IK, Herzog; , IK, Herzog; ButtiButti, , GranaGrana, , MinasianMinasian, , PetriniPetrini, , 
ZaffaroniZaffaroni

•• The resolution parameter U is The resolution parameter U is 
proportional to the VEV of the proportional to the VEV of the 
operatoroperator

•• The The dilatondilaton is nonis non--constant for these constant for these 
more complicated backgrounds. Its more complicated backgrounds. Its 
variation grows with the modulus U. variation grows with the modulus U. 
This creates a potential for a mobile This creates a potential for a mobile 
D3D3--brane:  brane:  DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SeibergSeiberg



•• All of this provides us with an All of this provides us with an exactexact solutionsolution
of a class of 4of a class of 4--d large N confining d large N confining 
supersymmetricsupersymmetric gauge theories. gauge theories. 

•• This should be a good playground for This should be a good playground for 
studying strongly coupled gauge theory:studying strongly coupled gauge theory:
a a `hyperbolic cow`hyperbolic cow’’ approximation to approximation to NN=1 =1 
supersymmetricsupersymmetric gluodynamicsgluodynamics..

•• Some results on Some results on glueballglueball spectra are already spectra are already 
available, and further calculations are available, and further calculations are 
ongoing. ongoing. KrasnitzKrasnitz; ; CaceresCaceres, Hernandez; , Hernandez; DymarskyDymarsky, , MelnikovMelnikov; Berg, ; Berg, HaackHaack, Muck; , Muck; 

BennaBenna, , DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SolovievSoloviev

•• Possible applications of these models to new Possible applications of these models to new 
physics include RS warped extra dimension physics include RS warped extra dimension 
models, KKLT models, KKLT modulimoduli stabilization in flux stabilization in flux 
compactificationscompactifications, as well as warped throat D, as well as warped throat D--
branebrane cosmology (KKLMMT).cosmology (KKLMMT).



Applications to DApplications to D--branebrane InflationInflation
•• The SlowThe Slow--Roll Inflationary Universe Roll Inflationary Universe 

((GuthGuth; ; LindeLinde; Albrecht, Steinhardt); Albrecht, Steinhardt) is a very is a very 
promising idea for generating the promising idea for generating the 
CMB anisotropy spectrum observed CMB anisotropy spectrum observed 
by the WMAP. by the WMAP. 

•• Finding models with very flat Finding models with very flat 
potentials has proven to be difficult. potentials has proven to be difficult. 
Recent string theory constructions Recent string theory constructions 
use moving Duse moving D--branesbranes.    .    DvaliDvali, , TyeTye, , ……

•• In the KKLT/KKLMMT model, the In the KKLT/KKLMMT model, the 
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold is is 
embedded into a string embedded into a string 
compactificationcompactification. An anti. An anti--D3D3--brane is brane is 
added at the bottom to break SUSY added at the bottom to break SUSY 
and generate a potential. A D3and generate a potential. A D3--brane brane 
rolls in the throat. Its radial rolls in the throat. Its radial 
coordinate plays the role of an coordinate plays the role of an 
inflatoninflaton..
KachruKachru, , KalloshKallosh, , LindeLinde, , MaldacenaMaldacena, McAllister, , McAllister, TrivediTrivedi



A related suggestion for DA related suggestion for D--branebrane
inflationinflation (A. (A. DymarskyDymarsky, IK, N. , IK, N. SeibergSeiberg))

•• In a flux In a flux compactificationcompactification, the , the 
U(1)U(1)baryon baryon is gauged. Turn on a is gauged. Turn on a 
FayetFayet--Iliopoulos parameter Iliopoulos parameter ξ .ξ .

•• This makes the throat a This makes the throat a resolvedresolved
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold..

•• The probe D3The probe D3--brane potential  brane potential  
on this space is asymptotically on this space is asymptotically 
flat, if we ignore effects of flat, if we ignore effects of 
compactificationcompactification and D7and D7--branes. branes. 
The plots are for two different The plots are for two different 
values of values of U~U~ξξ..

•• No antiNo anti--D3 needed: in presence D3 needed: in presence 
of the D3of the D3--brane, SUSY is broken brane, SUSY is broken 
by the Dby the D--term term ξξ. Related to the . Related to the 
`D`D--term Inflationterm Inflation’’ BinetruyBinetruy, , DvaliDvali; ; 
HalyoHalyo



Slow roll DSlow roll D--branebrane inflation?inflation?

•• Effects of D7Effects of D7--branes and of branes and of 
compactificationcompactification generically generically 
spoil the flatness of the spoil the flatness of the 
potential. Nonpotential. Non--perturbativeperturbative
effects introduce the KKLTeffects introduce the KKLT--
type type superpotentialsuperpotential
where X denotes the D3where X denotes the D3--
brane position. In any warped brane position. In any warped 
throat Dthroat D--branebrane inflation inflation 
model, it is important to model, it is important to 
calculate calculate A(X).A(X).



•• The gauge theory on The gauge theory on nn D7D7--branes wrapping a branes wrapping a 
44--cycle cycle ΣΣ44 has couplinghas coupling

•• The nonThe non--perturbativeperturbative superpotentialsuperpotential
depends on the D3depends on the D3--brane location through the brane location through the 
warped volume warped volume Giddings, Giddings, MaharanaMaharana

•• In the long throat approximation, the warp In the long throat approximation, the warp 
factor can be calculated and integrated over a factor can be calculated and integrated over a 
44--cycle explicitly. cycle explicitly. Baumann, Baumann, DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, MaldacenaMaldacena, McAllister, , McAllister, 

MuruganMurugan..

•• If the D7If the D7--brane embedding is               thenbrane embedding is               then



•• The FThe F--term potential in term potential in NN=1 SUGRA is=1 SUGRA is

•• Using the Using the DeWolfeDeWolfe--Giddings Giddings KaehlerKaehler
potential for the volume modulus potential for the volume modulus and and 
the three D3the three D3--brane coordinates brane coordinates zz on the on the 
conifoldconifold

the Fthe F--term potential is found to beterm potential is found to be
Burgess, Cline, Burgess, Cline, DasguptaDasgupta, , FirouzjahiFirouzjahi;  Baumann, ;  Baumann, DymarskyDymarsky, IK, McAllister, Steinhardt, IK, McAllister, Steinhardt



•• This generally gives HubbleThis generally gives Hubble--scale scale 
corrections to the corrections to the inflatoninflaton potential, so potential, so 
finefine--tuning is needed.tuning is needed.

•• The `upliftingThe `uplifting’’ is accomplished by the Dis accomplished by the D--
term potentialterm potential

•• For the KKLMMT model with antiFor the KKLMMT model with anti--D3 D3 
branebrane,                 where h,                 where h00 is the large is the large 
warp factor at the bottom of the throat.warp factor at the bottom of the throat.

•• We have studied a simple and symmetric We have studied a simple and symmetric 
KupersteinKuperstein embeddingembedding

•• The stable trajectory for positive The stable trajectory for positive isis



•• The effective potential for the The effective potential for the 
inflatoninflaton generically has a local generically has a local 
maximum and maximum and miniumminium. It can be . It can be 
finefine--tuned to have an inflection tuned to have an inflection 
point.point.

•• Motion near the inflection point Motion near the inflection point 
can produce enough  ecan produce enough  e--folds of folds of 
inflation. inflation. Baumann, Baumann, DymarskyDymarsky, IK, McAllister, , IK, McAllister, 
SteinhardtSteinhardt

•• Models of Inflection Point Models of Inflection Point 
Inflation were also considered in Inflation were also considered in 
string theory by string theory by ItzhakiItzhaki and and 
KovetzKovetz; ; LindeLinde and and WestphalWestphal,,
and in MSSM inflation by and in MSSM inflation by 
AllahverdiAllahverdi, , EnqvistEnqvist, Garcia, Garcia--BellidoBellido
and and MazumdarMazumdar; ; ……



Inflection Point InflationInflection Point Inflation
•• Assume a potentialAssume a potential

•• The slowThe slow--roll parametersroll parameters

•• The number of eThe number of e--folds until the end of folds until the end of 
inflation isinflation is

•• We find that We find that NNtottot is ~is ~



The Scalar Spectral IndexThe Scalar Spectral Index
•• The usual slowThe usual slow--roll formula isroll formula is

•• For IPI, in terms ofFor IPI, in terms of

•• For large For large NNtottot,                  ,                  
which is around 0.933.which is around 0.933.

•• The running of the spectral The running of the spectral 
index is small for index is small for 



•• The problem with fineThe problem with fine--tuning of tuning of 
initial conditions is alleviated by initial conditions is alleviated by 
using the DBI action. using the DBI action. Underwood; Underwood; 
EassonEasson, Gregory, Gregory

•• The attractor trajectory slows The attractor trajectory slows 
down near the inflection point, down near the inflection point, 
and the large number of eand the large number of e--folds folds 
may be produced in the slowmay be produced in the slow--roll roll 
regime. regime. 

•• This is not `DBI InflationThis is not `DBI Inflation’’ but but 
the DBI dynamics slows down the DBI dynamics slows down 
the rolling away from the the rolling away from the 
inflection point and prevents the inflection point and prevents the 
field from running through it.field from running through it.



Perturbing the ThroatPerturbing the Throat

•• Even when D7Even when D7--branes do not enter the branes do not enter the 
throat, there are effects that modify the throat, there are effects that modify the 
inflatoninflaton potential. potential. Baumann, Baumann, DymarskyDymarsky, , KachruKachru, IK, McAllister, IK, McAllister

•• They are the large r perturbations of the They are the large r perturbations of the 
throat geometry, which in the gauge throat geometry, which in the gauge 
theory correspond to adding irrelevant theory correspond to adding irrelevant 
operators to the gauge theory. operators to the gauge theory. 



•• The structure of the full The structure of the full inflatoninflaton potential potential 
is is 

•• The power of the perturbation to the The power of the perturbation to the 
potential is determined by the dimension potential is determined by the dimension 
of the dual operatorof the dual operator

•• In the warped In the warped conifoldconifold throat, the lowest throat, the lowest 
dimension is 3/2 corresponding to  dimension is 3/2 corresponding to  



Inflection Point RevisitedInflection Point Revisited
•• Dimension 3/2 operator produces Dimension 3/2 operator produces 

perturbation perturbation 
•• Combining this with quadratic and Combining this with quadratic and 

Coulomb terms, the best we can do is Coulomb terms, the best we can do is 
InlectionInlection Point Inflation.Point Inflation.

•• But we may modify the throat by imposing But we may modify the throat by imposing 
discrete symmetry             which projects discrete symmetry             which projects 
out the lowest operator.out the lowest operator.



Return to KKLMMT ?Return to KKLMMT ?
•• With the extra discrete symmetry, the With the extra discrete symmetry, the 

leading operators have dimension 2:leading operators have dimension 2:

•• This leads to a tunable quadratic term in This leads to a tunable quadratic term in 
the the inflatoninflaton potentialpotential

•• With moderate tuning, the potential is flat With moderate tuning, the potential is flat 
enough for inflation. enough for inflation. FirouzjahiFirouzjahi, , TyeTye; Bean et al; Bean et al



ConclusionsConclusions
•• Placing D3Placing D3--branes at the tip of a CY cone, such as branes at the tip of a CY cone, such as 

the the conifoldconifold, leads to , leads to AdSAdS/CFT dualities with /CFT dualities with NN=1 =1 
SUSY. SUSY. 

•• Adding wrapped D5Adding wrapped D5--branes at the apex produces a branes at the apex produces a 
cascading confining gauge theory whose duals are cascading confining gauge theory whose duals are 
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldsconifolds.   .   

•• This example of gauge/string duality gives a new This example of gauge/string duality gives a new 
geometrical view of such important phenomena as geometrical view of such important phenomena as 
dimensional transmutation, dimensional transmutation, chiralchiral symmetry symmetry 
breaking, and quantum deformation of breaking, and quantum deformation of modulimoduli
space. We have also discussed the baryonic branch space. We have also discussed the baryonic branch 
of this theory, described by the resolved warped of this theory, described by the resolved warped 
deformed deformed conifoldsconifolds..



•• Embedding gauge/string dualities into Embedding gauge/string dualities into 
string string compactificationscompactifications offers new offers new 
possibilities for modeling inflation. possibilities for modeling inflation. 

•• Calculation of corrections to the Calculation of corrections to the inflatoninflaton
potential is important for determining if potential is important for determining if 
the warped throat Dthe warped throat D--branebrane inflation inflation 
models can be finemodels can be fine--tuned to produce slowtuned to produce slow--
roll. Two generic possibilities are Inflection roll. Two generic possibilities are Inflection 
Point Inflation, and potential with a Point Inflation, and potential with a 
Coulomb and a tunable quadratic term.Coulomb and a tunable quadratic term.
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